Disgraced and Fired Coup Plotter, Alexander Vindman Pens
Embarrassing Anti-Trump Op-Ed
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Opinion| Just in case you did not know what motivated Mr. (It’s Lt. Col.!) Vindman to
assis it in one of the many failed coups against President Trump, the little cupcake
wrote an op ed today that has been picked up but the MSM Chicom collaborators.
Many other outlets have explained how Vindman was seemingly caught in many …
statements of questionable accuracy … to put is nicely.
the Gateway Pundit explained:
‘Vindman’s boss Tim Morrison blew up another one of Vindman’s outrageous claims
during his testimony under questioning from Congressman Brad Wenstrup (R-OH).
Earlier Tuesday, Vindman told Jim Jordan that he didn’t go to his boss Tim Morrison
with his concerns after the July Trump-Zelensky call because Morrison was
unavailable.’
“Col. Vindman, after the call, why didn’t you go to Mr. Morrison?” Jim Jordan asked
Vindman earlier on Tuesday.
“Per the instructions from the July 10th incident, I went immediately to Mr.
Eisenberg (NSC lawyer) — after I expressed my concerns…it was an extremely busy
week,” Vindman said.
Vindman continued, “I managed to speak to two folks in the inter-agency. I attempted
to try to talk to Mr. Morrison. That didn’t happen before I received instructions from
John Eisenberg to not talk to anybody else any further.”
However, Mr. Morrison testified to Rep. Wenstrup that Vindman indeed approached
him on the same day as Trump’s call with ‘edits’ to his transcript.
“[Vindman] did say that he didn’t come to you with his concerns because you weren’t
available — but that same day he came to you with edits, is that correct? Rep.
Winstrup asked Morrison.
“I believe that is generally correct. Yes, sir,” Morrison responded.

Wenstrup replied, “OK well he said you were not available.”
Jim Jordan called out Vindman’s game — plant disinformation seeds by leaking to his
“coordination partners” in order to launch another coup attempt to remove Trump
from office — Vindman went outside of his chain of command and never spoke to his
boss Tim Morrison about his concerns because his plan from day one was to leak
disinformation to a whistleblower.’
So why are we rehashing this? Just to establish the distant possibility that
Vindman’s goal was not to ‘do the right thing’ but perhaps the exact opposite. To do
the wrong thing. To make sure that Trump was impeached over a ‘perfect call.’
Now read what the self righteous, former US Military ‘man’, Vindman, wrote and tell
me this doesn’t sound like a load of Adam Schiff …
Since CNN, the Washington Post, and others on the left hand path gladly covered
Vindman’s sappy oped, here is the text of the … ‘piece:’
‘After 21 years, six months and 10 days of active military service, I am now a
civilian. I made the difficult decision to retire because a campaign of bullying,
intimidation and retaliation by President Trump and his allies forever limited the
progression of my military career.
This experience has been painful, but I am not alone in this ignominious fate. The
circumstances of my departure might have been more public, yet they are little
different from those of dozens of other lifelong public servants who have left this
administration with their integrity intact but their careers irreparably harmed.
A year ago, having served the nation in uniform in positions of critical importance, I
was on the cusp of a career-topping promotion to colonel. A year ago, unknown to me,
my concerns over the president’s conduct and the president’s efforts to undermine the
very foundations of our democracy were precipitating tremors that would ultimately
shake loose the facade of good governance and publicly expose the corruption of the
Trump administration.
At no point in my career or life have I felt our nation’s values under greater threat
and in more peril than at this moment. Our national government during the past few
years has been more reminiscent of the authoritarian regime my family fled more than
40 years ago than the country I have devoted my life to serving.
Our citizens are being subjected to the same kinds of attacks tyrants launch against
their critics and political opponents. Those who choose loyalty to American values
and allegiance to the Constitution over devotion to a mendacious president and his
enablers are punished.
The president recklessly downplayed the threat of the pandemic even as it swept
through our country. The economic collapse that followed highlighted the growing
income disparities in our society. Millions are grieving the loss of loved ones and
many more have lost their livelihoods while the president publicly bemoans his
approval ratings.
There is another way.

During my testimony in the House impeachment inquiry, I reassured my father, who
experienced Soviet authoritarianism firsthand, saying, “Do not worry, I will be fine
for telling the truth.” Despite Trump’s retaliation, I stand by that conviction. Even as
I experience the low of ending my military career, I have also experienced the loving
support of tens of thousands of Americans. Theirs is a chorus of hope that drowns out
the spurious attacks of a disreputable man and his sycophants.
Since the struggle for our nation’s independence, America has been a union of
purpose: a union born from the belief that although each individual is the pilot of
their own destiny, when we come together, we change the world. We are stronger as a
woven rope than as unbound threads.
America has thrived because citizens have been willing to contribute their voices and
shed their blood to challenge injustice and protect the nation. It is in keeping with that
history of service that, at this moment, I feel the burden to advocate for my values and
an enormous urgency to act.
Despite some personal turmoil, I remain hopeful for the future for both my family and
for our nation. Impeachment exposed Trump’s corruption, but the confluence of a
pandemic, a financial crisis and the stoking of societal divisions has roused the soul
of the American people. A groundswell is building that will issue a mandate to reject
hate and bigotry and a return to the ideals that set the United States apart from the
rest of the world. I look forward to contributing to that effort.
In retirement from the Army, I will continue to defend my nation. I will demand
accountability of our leadership and call for leaders of moral courage and public
servants of integrity. I will speak about the attacks on our national security. I will
advocate for policies and strategies that will keep our nation safe and strong against
internal and external threats. I will promote public service and exalt the contribution
that service brings to all areas of society.
The 23-year-old me who was commissioned in December 1998 could never have
imagined the opportunities and experiences I have had. I joined the military to serve
the country that sheltered my family’s escape from authoritarianism, and yet the
privilege has been all mine.
When I was asked why I had the confidence to tell my father not to worry about my
testimony, my response was, “Congressman, because this is America. This is the
country I have served and defended, that all my brothers have served, and here, right
matters.”
To this day, despite everything that has happened, I continue to believe in the
American Dream. I believe that in America, right matters. I want to help ensure that
right matters for all Americans.’
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